
Spatial models in ecology and evolution
Exercises 6.1-6.5

Extensions of the Hamilton-May model
6.1 Evolutionary branching of dispersal. In the lecture, we have constructed a model for the
evolution of dispersal where some sites are solitary and some are in a large patch. We have
obtained a fitness proxy F(d,D), and established that the invasion boundaries (i.e., the lines
where F(d,D) = 1) are the diagonal d = D and the left branch of the hyperbola(D − A
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The aim of this exercise is to complete the analysis of this model:
(a) Find the singular dispersal strategy D∗ and establish for which values of the parameters (s, p)
there exists an interior singularity;
(b) Find the conditions under which D∗ is an evolutionary branching point;
(c) Summarize these results on a bifurcation diagram showing for which values of the parame-
ters (s, p) ∈ (0, 1)2 we obtain what evolutionary outcome.

6.2 Evolution of senescence. Consider the age-structrured extension of the Hamilton-May
model discussed in the lecture. Suppose that mutations affect not dispersal but the adult survival
probabilities P1, P2, .... Derive the derivative ∂R/∂pa, where R is the basic reproduction number
of the mutant and pa is the mutant’s probability of survival at age a. Show that (i) this derivative
is independent of the value of pa and (ii) the derivative will be negative if there is a sudden drop
in fecundity such that Fa >> Fa+1, Fa+2, .... From this, we conclude that pa evolves to zero: if
future fecundities are sufficiently low (but not necessarily zero!), the best strategy of the parent
is to die. Explain this result verbally, and discuss which factors could reverse the conclusion so
that we do not see adaptive suicide.
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Contact process
The improved pair approximation used in 6.3 we discuss in the lecture of 31 March. In 6.4 and 6.5, use the basic
(“standard”) pair approximation.

6.3 Improved pair approximation of the contact process. Consider the improved moment closure
q1|00 = εq1|0 and q1|01 = 1 − ε(1 − q1|0) of the contact process (where 0 < ε ≤ 1). Show that
according to this approximation, the population is viable if
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where, as usual, b and µ denote respectively the birth attempt rate and the death rate, and z is
the size of the neighbourhood.

6.4 Contact process with migration. In the contact process, reproduction is hindered by the fact
that the individuals are clustered in space, and therefore many birth attempts fail because the
site where the offspring would be placed is already occupied. This should be alleviated to some
extent if the individuals may migrate on the lattice. When an individual attempts migration, it
chooses a random site in its neighbourhood, and if this site is empty, then the individual moves
there (i.e., the occupied and empty sites are exchanged). Migration attempts occurs at rate m.
Otherwise let the model be the same as the contact process, i.e., birth attempts occur at rate b,
the offspring occupies a random neighbouring site if it is empty, and death occurs at rate µ.

(a) Develop a mean field approximation and a pair approximation for this birth-death-migration
process.
(b) Determine the critical birth rate above which the population is viable for z = 2 (one-
dimensional lattice) from the pair approximation, and study the effect of m on the critical birth
rate. (If you have access to computer algebra, it is worthwhile to work out the result for other
values of z and compare.)

6.5 Contact process with Allee effect. In a lattice model, suppose that an individual can mate
and reproduce only if a randomly chosen site in its neighbourhood is occupied. The offspring
is produced instantly and placed randomly in one of the neighbouring sites, where it survives
if the site was empty. Each individual attempts to produce an offspring at rate b, but by the
assumptions just outlined, the attempt is successful only if a randomly chosen neighbour site is
occupied and and an independently chosen neighbour site is empty. Death occurs at a constant
rate µ.

(a) Show that in the mean field approximation of this model, the trivial equilibrium p̂ = 0 is
always asymptotically stable. (This is familiar from models of well-mixed populations with
Allee effect.)
(b) Derive the pair approximation equations of this model. Show that when the population den-
sity is small (p → 0), the dynamics of the conditional probability q1|1 is fast compared to the
dynamics of p. Determine the quasi-equilibrium of q1|1, and use this to give a single ODE for
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the dynamics of p when p is small.
(c) According to the pair approximation, the trivial equilibrium p̂ = 0 is unstable if b > bcrit.
Determine the value of the critical birth attempt rate bcrit above which a small population can
invade an empty lattice with neighbourhood size z = 4. Explain why invasion is possible in the
spatially explicit model even though it is not possible in a well-mixed system (cf. (a)).

According to simulations, bcrit is about 6.1-6.2 for z = 4. Although the value obtained from the pair approxima-
tion is different, the pair approximation correctly predicts the existence of this threshold, whereas the mean field
approximation gives a qualitatively different result.
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